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Mark S. Gottlieb leads MSG's Business
Valuation, Forensic Accounting & Litigation
Support practice headquartered in New York
City.

MESSAGE FROM 
OUR TEAM LEADER

Among the myriad of questions and dilemmas that arise during divorce, perhaps
the ones attorneys find most daunting revolve around tax matters. Now is an
opportune moment to refresh your understanding of these critical questions that
you may encounter.

By arming yourself with a comprehensive understanding of these divorce-related
tax issues, you can provide invaluable guidance to your clients during one of the
most challenging times in their lives.

Numbers can be
your ally or

adversary in
court. Trust us to
make them your

strategic
advantage.

"



One of the most disputed issues in a divorce is the
distribution of the marital assets. This is commonly
referred to as “equitable distribution” or “ED”.  

TAXABILITY OF ASSETS
DISTRIBUTED INCIDENT
TO DIVORCE

Under the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 1041 (a), no gain or loss is
recognized on the transfer (acquisition or distribution) incident to divorce provided
such transfer occurs within one year after the divorce or related to the ending of
the marriage.

According to the IRS, common assets transferred tax-free under Section 1041
include primary residences, investment assets, business interests, vested stock
options, and retirement plans.
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TAX DEDUCTIBILITY OF
PROFESSIONAL FEES

02

Legal and other professional fees related to getting a
divorce are generally not tax deductible.

Fees related to tax advice related to a divorce
Fees to determine or collect alimony
Appraisal and actuary fees to determine tax liabilities or to assist in obtaining
alimony

These non-deductible costs include expenses related in arriving at financial
settlements and retaining income-producing property. However, some legal and
accounting expenses can be deducted as a miscellaneous itemized deduction,
subject to the 2% limitation. 

Here is a short list of some of these exceptions:



Alimony Child Support

Qualifications

∘ Payment in cash
(including checks or
money orders)
∘ Payments made under
divorce or separation
decree 
∘ Spouses do not live in
same household 
∘ Payments terminate
upon death of recipient

∘ Payments
specifically
designated as child
support in
agreement
∘ Payments do not
continue after child
is 18, or after college
in some cases 
∘Payments go to
custodial parent
∘Payments used for
child's expenses

Tax deductible for
the payer

No (If divorce was
executed on or after
January 1, 2019)

No

Taxability for the
reciepient

No (If divorce was
executed on or after
January 1, 2019)

No

ALIMONY & CHILD
SUPPORT
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Alimony in divorces finalized after December 31, 2018 is no longer deductible by the
payer or taxable to the recipient. However, divorces finalized before this date are
grandfathered in, and alimony deductions/income still apply if stipulated in
prenuptial agreements made before 2019.  

Below is an updated table of the contrasts between alimony and child support
payments, from a tax perspective. 



If your client lives in the “Principal Residence” for any
two of the last five years, they are eligible for a capital
gain exclusion upon the sale of the home

SALE OF PERSONAL
RESIDENCE

For those that are still married at the end of the year but were legally separated on
December 31st or have not lived with their spouse for the last six months of the
year – they may be able to file as head of household. This filing status is attractive
because the tax rates are significantly less than for those filing as married filing
separate. 

If an individual is divorced as of December 31st, even if married and living together
with their ex-spouse sometime during the year, they must file as a single taxpayer
or head of household for that year. 

This exclusion is $250,000 for a single taxpayer and $500,000 for a married couple.
Because of the significant difference in tax treatment, the tax consequences
related to the sale of the marital home should be considered early on in the divorce
settlement negotiations.
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FILING STATUS05
An individual’s marital status is determined as of the
last day of the calendar year – December 31st. When
the parties file jointly each is jointly liable for the tax
obligation, regardless of what a divorce instrument
may say. 

If the sale of the marital residence is contemplated,
consider the transaction prior to the termination of the
marriage in order to take advantage the higher
exclusion amount. This will secure more proceeds from
the sale.

TIP



When the custodial parent relinquishes the rights to the exemption, or
When a multiple support agreement is established at least one-half of the
dependents support

There are two exceptions to this general rule:

When parents have joint custody of the child (or children), the one whose house the
child sleeps at the most nights is the qualifying parent. 

The non-custodial parent can claim the child as a dependent, with consent from the
custodial parent. The custodial parent must fill out IRS Form 8332 (Release/
Revocation of Release of Claim to Exemption for Child by Custodial Parent) which
states they do not intend to claim the child as a dependent on their upcoming tax
return.

Dependent exemptions often vary by agreement. When preparing these
arrangements make sure you consider the age of the child/dependent and the
taxable income of each parent.

To file head of household, a number of
requirements must be met.. 

The individual must have paid more than half of the cost of keeping a home for a
child or other qualifying person
This individual is entitled to claim the qualifying person as a tax exemption
The qualifying person must have lived in the individual’s home for more than half
the year

Note: Income Tax projections utilizing different scenarios are an often neglected but
valuable planning tool. This exercise should be performed for years before and after
the termination of the marriage.

CHILDREN/DEPENDENTS
PERSONAL EXEMPTION
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Generally, the custodial parent is entitled to the
dependency exemption as long as the parents
(individually or together) provide at least one-half of
the dependent's support. 



When a couples’ principal residence is jointly owned,
and the mortgage interest and property taxes are
paid from a joint account, there is a presumption that
these payments are attributed to each party on a
50/50 basis.

DEDUCTIBILITY OF
MORTGAGE INTEREST &
REAL ESTATE TAXES  
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By law, 401(k)s and individual retirement accounts
(IRAs) can have only a sole account holder. However,
the money that goes into such accounts during a
marriage are often part of the marital estate.

IRA’S & RETIREMENT
PLANS
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A Qualified Domestic Relations Order (QDRO) is a useful tool to designate a portion
of a qualified retirement plan to the other spouse. This vehicle allows the
distribution of the marital asset without damaging the integrity of the plan or the
creation of a taxable event. 

Benefits are taxed when distributions are made, not when the QDRO is established.
QDRO’s do not apply to Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA’s); however, IRA’s
transferred pursuant to a divorce or separation agreement is not a taxable event.

If the home is owned only by the occupying spouse but the non-occupying spouse
is still obligated on the mortgage, the non-occupying spouse can only deduct the
mortgage interest if a minor child of the marriage resides in the home. The non-
occupying spouse cannot deduct any of the real estate taxes, since he or she has
no ownership in the property.



QDRO
NEEDED

NO
QDRO

Private pension plans
401(k) plans
403(b) plans
457 plans
Employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs)
Defined benefit plans
Keogh plans

IRAs (Traditional, Roth, SEP, etc.)
Deferred annuities
Government retirement plans

The transfer of an interest in a non-statutory stock
option or a nonqualified deferred compensation plan
incident to a divorce is not a taxable event.

STOCK OPTION &
DEFERRED
COMPENSATION PLANS
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However, income is reported when the former spouse exercises the stock options
or when the deferred compensation is paid (or made available). 

Stock option & deferred compensation plans can be
identified within employment contracts and/or annual
wage reporting statements. Obtain the periodic
statements (monthly, quarterly, annual, etc.) for your file.

TIP



INNOCENT SPOUSE RULES10
There are three major types of innocent spouse relief,
one of which is specific to divorcing couples:

Innocent spouse relief (IRC §6015(b))

01 This traditional innocent spouse relief is available to all joint filers
where one spouse had no actual knowledge and no reason to know
of a tax deficiency. A request for relief must be filed within two years
of the first collection activity taken by the IRS.

Separation of liability relief (IRC §6015(c))

02 This relief is available only to those who are divorced or separated for
at least 12 months before applying for relief. The return must have
been jointly filed, and the spouse must have had no knowledge of the
incorrect item(s) on the tax return. The burden of proving actual
knowledge is placed on the IRS. This form of relief is typically easier to
obtain and allocates liability for the tax deficiency among the spouses
based on who was responsible for the nonpayment or underpayment

Equitable relief (IRC §6015(f))03 This type of relief is available to spouses who do not qualify under
§6015(b) or §6015(c). Equitable relief is afforded to filers who are able to
prove that it would be unfair to hold them responsible for the
nonpayment or underpayment of the taxes.

While those who are ending a marriage are specifically entitled to relief under IRC
§6015(c), divorcing clients are not restricted to using only this provision of the Internal
Revenue code to escape an unfair tax obligation. 

If financial records revealed during a divorce show that wrongdoing occurred, your
client can seek innocent spouse tax relief even before the IRS discovers the
nonpayment or underpayment and begins collections activities. By separating his or
her property from the spouse's in the divorce, any property belonging to the innocent
spouse can also be protected, except in limited circumstances where it is proved that
the property or assets was/were transferred only to shield it from collections by the
IRS. 



Those seeking innocent spouse relief can begin the
process by filing form 8857 with the IRS. When this
form is submitted, individuals must submit
evidence proving their right to relief including...

Whether the spouse was aware, or should have been aware, of the
underpayment or nonpayment of taxes
The financial situation of the spouses
The nature of the income undeclared and the amount undeclared relative to
other joint income
The educational background and business knowledge of the innocent spouse
Whether the income or deductions was/were significantly different from what
was reported on prayer tax returns
Whether the innocent spouse questioned the return and/or received assurances
Instances of domestic abuse is also a factor in innocent spouse claims

NEXT STEPS
While you provide critical legal counsel to your
clients, MSG can complement your services as
forensic accountants. 

With extensive experience untangling finances during divorce, we identify tax
liabilities, analyze records for hidden assets, and uncover inappropriate deductions.
Our customized financial analysis gives your clients the information they need to
make sound decisions during this difficult transition. By working together, we can
achieve optimal outcomes for all parties. 

Book a 15-minute case exploration call with Mark S. Gottlieb here to discuss
your next case.

https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/msgcpa/
https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/msgcpa/


ATTORNEYS: CLICK HERE FOR A 
15-MINUTE CASE EXPLORATION

WITH MARK S. GOTTLIEB,
CPA/ABV/CFF, ASA, CVA, CBA, MST
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Forensic Accounting
Economic Damages
Litigation Support
Record Reconstruction

Business Valuation
Transaction Advisory
Expert Testimony
Arbitration

www.msgcpa.com

msgcpa@msgcpa.com

Click to follow us on social media
for more attorney resources

https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/msgcpa/case-inquiry
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JOINT RETURN = JOINT LIABILITYJOINT RETURN = JOINT LIABILITYJOINT RETURN = JOINT LIABILITY

 Married couples may file joint returns, with the exceptions carved out in Married couples may file joint returns, with the exceptions carved out in Married couples may file joint returns, with the exceptions carved out in IRC § 6013IRC § 6013IRC § 6013

 Once the married couple makes this election, each spouse is jointly & severally liable for Once the married couple makes this election, each spouse is jointly & severally liable for Once the married couple makes this election, each spouse is jointly & severally liable for 
the taxes computed on the return, any deficiencies, increases from an audit, penalties, the taxes computed on the return, any deficiencies, increases from an audit, penalties, the taxes computed on the return, any deficiencies, increases from an audit, penalties, 
interest, etc. interest, etc. interest, etc. IRC § 6013 (d)(3)IRC § 6013 (d)(3)IRC § 6013 (d)(3)

 Thus, the IRS will take collection action against each spouse individually, even if one Thus, the IRS will take collection action against each spouse individually, even if one Thus, the IRS will take collection action against each spouse individually, even if one 
spouse settles his/her tax liability, or diesspouse settles his/her tax liability, or diesspouse settles his/her tax liability, or dies

 A divorce agreement does not prevent the IRS from taking collection action despite the A divorce agreement does not prevent the IRS from taking collection action despite the A divorce agreement does not prevent the IRS from taking collection action despite the 
terms of the agreementterms of the agreementterms of the agreement



RELIEF FROM JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITYRELIEF FROM JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITYRELIEF FROM JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY

Congress responded to the harsh rule on joint and several liability by enacting exceptions codified in Congress responded to the harsh rule on joint and several liability by enacting exceptions codified in Congress responded to the harsh rule on joint and several liability by enacting exceptions codified in 

IRC § 6015IRC § 6015IRC § 6015

The code provides for 3 types of relief:The code provides for 3 types of relief:The code provides for 3 types of relief:

1.1.1. Innocent Spouse Relief, pursuant to Innocent Spouse Relief, pursuant to Innocent Spouse Relief, pursuant to IRC § 6015(b)IRC § 6015(b)IRC § 6015(b)

2.2.2. Separation of Liability, pursuant to Separation of Liability, pursuant to Separation of Liability, pursuant to IRC § 6015(c)IRC § 6015(c)IRC § 6015(c)

3.3.3. Equitable Relief, pursuant to Equitable Relief, pursuant to Equitable Relief, pursuant to IRC § 6015(f)IRC § 6015(f)IRC § 6015(f)

Injured Spouse Relief: Injured Spouse Relief: Injured Spouse Relief:  this is a separate program that allows an allocation if a joint return was filed and an  this is a separate program that allows an allocation if a joint return was filed and an  this is a separate program that allows an allocation if a joint return was filed and an 
overpayment was applied to offset a spouse’s legally enforceable outstanding debts for child support, spousal overpayment was applied to offset a spouse’s legally enforceable outstanding debts for child support, spousal overpayment was applied to offset a spouse’s legally enforceable outstanding debts for child support, spousal 
support, federal nontax debt (i.e. student loans), federal taxes, state taxes, state unemployment compensation support, federal nontax debt (i.e. student loans), federal taxes, state taxes, state unemployment compensation support, federal nontax debt (i.e. student loans), federal taxes, state taxes, state unemployment compensation 



INNOCENT SPOUSE RELIEF INNOCENT SPOUSE RELIEF INNOCENT SPOUSE RELIEF 

IRC § 6015(b) IRC § 6015(b) IRC § 6015(b) generally provides innocent spouse relief if:generally provides innocent spouse relief if:generally provides innocent spouse relief if:

(A)(A)(A) A joint return was made for a taxable year;A joint return was made for a taxable year;A joint return was made for a taxable year;

(B)(B)(B) There was an understatement of tax attributable to erroneous items of one spouse;There was an understatement of tax attributable to erroneous items of one spouse;There was an understatement of tax attributable to erroneous items of one spouse;

(C)(C)(C) The other spouse established that she/he did not know, or had reason to know that there The other spouse established that she/he did not know, or had reason to know that there The other spouse established that she/he did not know, or had reason to know that there 
was an understatement when signing the return;was an understatement when signing the return;was an understatement when signing the return;

(D)(D)(D) It would be inequitable to hold the electing spouse liable for the deficiency; taking into It would be inequitable to hold the electing spouse liable for the deficiency; taking into It would be inequitable to hold the electing spouse liable for the deficiency; taking into 
account the facts and circumstances;account the facts and circumstances;account the facts and circumstances;

(E)(E)(E) The electing spouse files for relief within 2 years of the IRS’ commencement of collection The electing spouse files for relief within 2 years of the IRS’ commencement of collection The electing spouse files for relief within 2 years of the IRS’ commencement of collection 
activitiesactivitiesactivities



SEPERATION OF LIABILITYSEPERATION OF LIABILITYSEPERATION OF LIABILITY
IRC § 6015(c) IRC § 6015(c) IRC § 6015(c)  generally provides separation of liability relief if: generally provides separation of liability relief if: generally provides separation of liability relief if:

--- A joint return was filed for the year relief is requestedA joint return was filed for the year relief is requestedA joint return was filed for the year relief is requested

--- The deficiency is attributable to the non-requesting spouseThe deficiency is attributable to the non-requesting spouseThe deficiency is attributable to the non-requesting spouse

--- The requesting spouse is widowed, divorced or legally separated.The requesting spouse is widowed, divorced or legally separated.The requesting spouse is widowed, divorced or legally separated.

--- The requesting spouse also qualifies if the non-requesting spouse was no longer in the same The requesting spouse also qualifies if the non-requesting spouse was no longer in the same The requesting spouse also qualifies if the non-requesting spouse was no longer in the same 
household any time during the previous 12 months that the election is filed, except for household any time during the previous 12 months that the election is filed, except for household any time during the previous 12 months that the election is filed, except for 
incarceration, illness, business, vacation, education or other temporary absences. incarceration, illness, business, vacation, education or other temporary absences. incarceration, illness, business, vacation, education or other temporary absences. 

--- The electing spouse files for relief within 2 years of the IRS’ commencement of collection The electing spouse files for relief within 2 years of the IRS’ commencement of collection The electing spouse files for relief within 2 years of the IRS’ commencement of collection 
activitiesactivitiesactivities

--- If granted, the IRS will make an allocation between the joint filers pursuant to the formula in If granted, the IRS will make an allocation between the joint filers pursuant to the formula in If granted, the IRS will make an allocation between the joint filers pursuant to the formula in 
IRC § 6015(d)IRC § 6015(d)IRC § 6015(d)



EQUITABLE RELIEFEQUITABLE RELIEFEQUITABLE RELIEF
If relief cannot be granted pursuant to the Innocent Spouse Relief or Separation of Liability Relief, the IRS has discretionary power, If relief cannot be granted pursuant to the Innocent Spouse Relief or Separation of Liability Relief, the IRS has discretionary power, If relief cannot be granted pursuant to the Innocent Spouse Relief or Separation of Liability Relief, the IRS has discretionary power, 
pursuant to pursuant to pursuant to IRC § 6015(f)IRC § 6015(f)IRC § 6015(f) to determine if it would be equitable to hold an individual liable, taking into consideration the facts and  to determine if it would be equitable to hold an individual liable, taking into consideration the facts and  to determine if it would be equitable to hold an individual liable, taking into consideration the facts and 
circumstances presented. circumstances presented. circumstances presented. 

According to the According to the According to the IRM 25.15.3IRM 25.15.3IRM 25.15.3, the following factors are analyzed:, the following factors are analyzed:, the following factors are analyzed:

(1)(1)(1) Marital Status: if the requesting spouse is no longer married it will weigh in favor of reliefMarital Status: if the requesting spouse is no longer married it will weigh in favor of reliefMarital Status: if the requesting spouse is no longer married it will weigh in favor of relief

(2)(2)(2) Economic Hardship: if denying relief would cause the requesting spouse economic hardship, it will weigh in favor of reliefEconomic Hardship: if denying relief would cause the requesting spouse economic hardship, it will weigh in favor of reliefEconomic Hardship: if denying relief would cause the requesting spouse economic hardship, it will weigh in favor of relief

(3)(3)(3) Knowledge: Knowledge: Knowledge: if the requesting spouse did not know or have reason to know of the item giving rise to the deficiency, it will weigh in favor of if the requesting spouse did not know or have reason to know of the item giving rise to the deficiency, it will weigh in favor of 
reliefrelief

(4)(4)(4) Legal Obligation: if the non-requesting spouse has the sole legal obligation to pay the outstanding tax liability pursuant to a Legal Obligation: if the non-requesting spouse has the sole legal obligation to pay the outstanding tax liability pursuant to a Legal Obligation: if the non-requesting spouse has the sole legal obligation to pay the outstanding tax liability pursuant to a 
divorce decree or agreement, it will weight in favor of reliefdivorce decree or agreement, it will weight in favor of reliefdivorce decree or agreement, it will weight in favor of relief

(5)(5)(5) Significant Benefit: If the requesting spouse received  a significant benefit, it will weigh against reliefSignificant Benefit: If the requesting spouse received  a significant benefit, it will weigh against reliefSignificant Benefit: If the requesting spouse received  a significant benefit, it will weigh against relief

(6)(6)(6) Compliance: If the requesting spouse is compliant in the taxable years after relief is requested, it will weigh in favor of reliefCompliance: If the requesting spouse is compliant in the taxable years after relief is requested, it will weigh in favor of reliefCompliance: If the requesting spouse is compliant in the taxable years after relief is requested, it will weigh in favor of relief

(7)(7)(7) Mental or Physical Health: If the requesting spouse was in poor physical or mental health, it will weigh in favor of reliefMental or Physical Health: If the requesting spouse was in poor physical or mental health, it will weigh in favor of reliefMental or Physical Health: If the requesting spouse was in poor physical or mental health, it will weigh in favor of relief



HOW TO FILE A CLAIMHOW TO FILE A CLAIMHOW TO FILE A CLAIM
FORM 8857 is used for all 3 types of claims, the IRS will determine the appropriate reliefFORM 8857 is used for all 3 types of claims, the IRS will determine the appropriate reliefFORM 8857 is used for all 3 types of claims, the IRS will determine the appropriate relief

The form is simple, with the following 7 parts:The form is simple, with the following 7 parts:The form is simple, with the following 7 parts:
I.I.I. Preliminary QualificationPreliminary QualificationPreliminary Qualification

II.II.II. Personal InformationPersonal InformationPersonal Information

III.III.III. Involvement Involvement Involvement 

IV.IV.IV. Current FinancesCurrent FinancesCurrent Finances

V.V.V. Victim of Domestic ViolenceVictim of Domestic ViolenceVictim of Domestic Violence

VI.VI.VI. Any Additional InformationAny Additional InformationAny Additional Information

VII.VII.VII. Request for Refund if Application GrantedRequest for Refund if Application GrantedRequest for Refund if Application Granted

CAUTION NOTICE: The IRS must contact the non-requesting spouse. CAUTION NOTICE: The IRS must contact the non-requesting spouse. CAUTION NOTICE: The IRS must contact the non-requesting spouse. 



IRS DETEMINATIONSIRS DETEMINATIONSIRS DETEMINATIONS
Extracted from TIGTA Report No.: 2024-300-001Extracted from TIGTA Report No.: 2024-300-001Extracted from TIGTA Report No.: 2024-300-001



APPEALS & TAX COURTAPPEALS & TAX COURTAPPEALS & TAX COURT
Extracted from TIGTA Report No.: 2024-300-001Extracted from TIGTA Report No.: 2024-300-001Extracted from TIGTA Report No.: 2024-300-001



Berman vs. Commissioner of Internal RevenueBerman vs. Commissioner of Internal RevenueBerman vs. Commissioner of Internal Revenue
USTC�Cases,�[95-1�USTC�¶50,117],�Sam�Berman,�Petitioner,�Eva�Berman,�Petitioner-Appellant�v.�Commissioner�of�Internal�Revenue,�Respondent-Appellee�,�Innocent�spouse�relief:�USTC�Cases,�[95-1�USTC�¶50,117],�Sam�Berman,�Petitioner,�Eva�Berman,�Petitioner-Appellant�v.�Commissioner�of�Internal�Revenue,�Respondent-Appellee�,�Innocent�spouse�relief:�
Significant�benefit(Jan.�24,�1995),�U.S.�Court�of�Appeals,�Second�Circuit,�(Jan.�24,�1995)Significant�benefit(Jan.�24,�1995),�U.S.�Court�of�Appeals,�Second�Circuit,�(Jan.�24,�1995)

US Court of Appeals affirmed the Tax Court’s decision denying innocent spouse relief because the “US Court of Appeals affirmed the Tax Court’s decision denying innocent spouse relief because the “US Court of Appeals affirmed the Tax Court’s decision denying innocent spouse relief because the “Taxpayer Taxpayer 
(i) had enjoyed a more affluent lifestyle and (ii) received a more lucrative divorce settlement than would have (i) had enjoyed a more affluent lifestyle and (ii) received a more lucrative divorce settlement than would have 
been the case absent the under-reporting of income on the joint tax returns.”been the case absent the under-reporting of income on the joint tax returns.”

•• The taxpayers owned and operated a deli. As a result of an audit, the IRS determined that the taxpayers did The taxpayers owned and operated a deli. As a result of an audit, the IRS determined that the taxpayers did 
not account for over $1.7M gross income.not account for over $1.7M gross income.

•• The wife filed an application for innocent spouse relief that was denied because she “significantly benefited The wife filed an application for innocent spouse relief that was denied because she “significantly benefited 
beyond normal support, either directly or indirectly, from the items omitted from gross income.” beyond normal support, either directly or indirectly, from the items omitted from gross income.” citing citing 
Hayman v. CommissionerHayman v. Commissioner [  [ 93-1 93-1 USTCUSTC ¶50,272 ¶50,272], 992 F.2d 1256, 1262 (2d Cir. 1993), affg. [ ], 992 F.2d 1256, 1262 (2d Cir. 1993), affg. [ Dec. 48,160(M)Dec. 48,160(M)] T.C. Memo. 1992-228] T.C. Memo. 1992-228

•• Court of Appeals affirmed the denial because the wife enjoyed a substantial increase in wealth, Court of Appeals affirmed the denial because the wife enjoyed a substantial increase in wealth, 
bought and sold real property, bought large amounts of stock, added a greenhouse to their home, bought and sold real property, bought large amounts of stock, added a greenhouse to their home, 
vacationed in Israel 4-6 weeks a year, vacationed in the Catskills, and significantly benefited from the vacationed in Israel 4-6 weeks a year, vacationed in the Catskills, and significantly benefited from the 
divorce settlement. divorce settlement. 

https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40USTCLINK%2093-1USTCP50272
https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40USTCLINK%2093-1USTCP50272
https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40USTCLINK%2093-1USTCP50272
https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40USTCLINK%2093-1USTCP50272
https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40USTCLINK%2093-1USTCP50272
https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40USTCLINK%2093-1USTCP50272
https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40LINKTCM%20DEC48160(M)
https://my.vitallaw.com/#/citation/%40%40LINKTCM%20DEC48160(M)























